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Welcome to this latest edition of the Grange Association Newsletter for the area. As usual, it contains
articles on our history and heritage, local amenities, nature notes, planning matters, gardening and
dates to note for our series of winter talks. We also provide an update on the work that has been going
on in Grange Cemetery.
The Grange Fair was happening as this newsletter was being prepared for printing. There will be a fuller
report on it in the next edition.
As always, we welcome ideas for articles and talks. Please get in touch.
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Jenny Dawe

CONTACTS
Sue Tritton (667 8027) Chair
6 Grange Terrace, EH9 2LD
chair@grangeassociation.com/suetritton@btinternet.com
Roger Kellett (667 0300) Vice Chair/Planning
10 Wyvern Park, EH9 2JY
planning@grangeassociation.com
Adam Rennie (668 4992) Hon Secretary & Planning
7 Grange Terrace, EH9 2LD
secretary@grangeassociation.com
Joan Forehand (668 4913) Hon Treasurer
25 Dalrymple Crescent, EH9 2NX
treasurer@grangeassociation.com
Richard Brown (667 8289) Membership
90 Grange Loan, EH9 2EP
membership@grangeassociation.com
Doreen Allerton (0780 3356200) Community Liaison
61b/4 St Alban’s Road, EH9 2LS [co-opted]
Jenny Dawe (447 1296) Newsletter
1 Strathearn Road, EH9 2AH
liaison@grangeassociation.com
Jo Doake (261 6084)
29 West Relugas Road, EH9 2PW

jodoake@talktalk.net

John Duncan (667 3912) Planning
7 Dick Place, EH9 2JS
jc.duncan@ic24.net
Edythe Murie (466 1520) Garden Group
28 Mortonhall Road, EH9 2HN gardens@grangeassociation.com
Peter Pitkin (447 3220) Tree Advice
8 Blackford Road, EH9 2DS
trees@grangeassociation.com
Lucy Richardson (662 4992/07870307224) Newsletter Distribution
31 Fountainhall Road, EH9 2LN
lucyclarerichardson@yahoo.co.uk
Dorothy Ryle (237 8948) Community Liaison/Planning [co-opted]
The future of the Grange Association depends on volunteers to take up
positions on our committee. Our constitution demands that committee members
and office-bearers can serve for a limited number of years only. In order to
ensure continuity of knowledge, we really need more people to come forward to
help. It is not arduous and it is very rewarding to help our local community.

To advertise in The
Grange Newsletter,
contact
Joan Forehand
(668 4913)
email: treasurer@
grangeassociation.com

Your contributions and feedback are welcome.
Please send to Jenny Dawe
email: liaison@grangeassociation.com
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HISTORY & HERITAGE
George Washington
Browne, architect
Laura Bird, Sciennes Parent Council member
with a particular interest in what happens to the
“Sick Kids” site, has been learning about its
famous architect

I

n Grange Cemetery, predeceased by a daughter, three
sons and two wives, some of his buildings defaced
and disrespected, lie the mortal remains of one of
Scotland's most prolific
Edwardian architects.
Born in Glasgow in 1853 to
a modest family, George
Washington Browne joined
his first architects’ firm at
the age of sixteen.
Browne's prowess as a
draughtsman and the
strong architectural
connections at the time
between Glasgow and
London took him south to
work in three different
practices. He became the
G W Browne Gravestone in
first Scot to win a Pugin
Grange Cemetery
Travelling Fellowship. By
the time he returned to Scotland and settled in
Edinburgh in 1879, he had been exposed to a wide
range of stylistic influences.
Dr Deborah Mays, Head of Listing Advice at Historic
England is a big fan. She explains: “Browne's work was
distinguished from the start by his scholarly approach.
Study of historic buildings had a fundamental place in
his design philosophy and would be given constant
attention throughout his career.”
Dr Mays reckons that with his Glasgow and London
training Browne brought fresh energy to the Edinburgh
scene. His output was abundant. He designed banks,
churches, clubs, colleges, a Miss Cranston tea room,
luxurious homes, hospitals, libraries, stables and war
memorials. He contributed to public life in many ways,
becoming the RSA's first ever architect president (192433) and Head of Architecture at Edinburgh College of Art
(1914-22).
On the south side of Edinburgh he is responsible for the
Central Library, Edinburgh College of Art, part of
Longmore House (Historic Scotland), Hermitage
Terrace, Braid Church (now Pizza Express) and much of
Nile Grove, Morningside Toll House (Lodge coffee
shop), villas in the Grange and the Royal Hospital for
Sick Children (RHSC).

According to Dr Mays,
“Browne had at his
fingertips a sophisticated
command of a wide
portfolio of styles, but the
one he most enjoyed
exploring in his domestic
designs was the new
vernacular, the modern
traditional Scottish style.”
Nowhere is this more
evident than in the only
house he designed for his
family, The Limes, on
Blackford Road in the
George Washington
Grange. The four storey
Browne, 1853-1939
harled house uses his
favourite red sandstone in the mullioned windows.
Although the house has been twice subdivided the
individual apartments are still extremely elegant. The
principal rooms are arranged to take in southerly views
of Blackford Hill through wide canted windows with
leaded panes (similar to windows on the RHSC north
elevation). The rooms are large with low decorated
ceilings and the simple panelled fireplaces have a
superior but light, informal feel. In 1898, after 17 years
of marriage, Browne and his wife Jessie Brownlie moved
in with their four children. In another nod to seventeenth
century Scottish vernacular, a marriage lintel proudly
proclaims their home. But within two years Jessie was
dead, at the age of 43, leaving behind a fifth infant born
three months earlier.
Browne remarried in 1905 to Louise Emma Adams and
she too predeceased him in 1931. His two older sons,
George and Hugh were both killed in WWI and his third
son, Leslie, died young as a result of war related illness.
Browne's firstborn, Christina, died in 1920 aged 37.
Browne lived out his last months with his youngest child,
Jenny, by then married and living in Shropshire. His
body was returned to Edinburgh for burial at the Grange
Cemetery with the rest of his family. The RSA organised
his funeral, the service being conducted in its library.
Dr Mays is in no doubt about Browne's contribution to
turn of the century architecture in Edinburgh and eastern
Scotland: “The application and interpretation of the past
fuelled his search for a modern tradition anchored in the
balance and harmony of historic buildings and hence his
stated disregard for 'originality with no origin'.”
Photos:
Gravestone: Stephencdickson - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32974674
G W Browne: Courtesy of Deborah Mays

See overleaf for George Washington Browne and
the Royal Hospital for Sick Children
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RHSC/SPOTLIGHT/MISSING STONES
Laura Bird continues on G W Browne:
The Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh, first
opened its doors in 1860 but did not move to its current
Sciennes site until 1895. For its first 88 years the hospital was
funded entirely by individual charitable donations. One
founding aim was to create a paediatric teaching hospital for
Edinburgh University medical school. But the main purpose
was to provide treatment for 'poor and destitute children'.
Writing in 1868, Dinah Craik described them as “ungenteel
youthful fry from Morningside, rough-headed and bare-footed”
and “the children of the poor who still live in the 'lands' 12
storeys high, the cellars so dank, the closes so foul”.
The current warm red sandstone building must be one of George
Washington Browne's best known works. The original design,
from contemporary photographs and drawings shows a
Jacobean Renaissance palace with arched balconies, huge
leaded windows and octagonal towers topped with octagonal
tracery. In 1905, an out patients department on Sylvan Place
was built to his design, this time a more classical yellow
sandstone building. By the late 1950's, photographs show
much of the decorative red stonework gone, finials snapped off
and balconies starting to be in-filled. In his centenary book, Dr
Douglas Guthrie laments the Health Board's lack of forward
investment. He urges relocation to a new building: it's only
taken 58 years to get there.
Deborah Mays says: “Washington Browne's welcoming design
for the Sick Children's Hospital showed … masterful attention
to detail, inside and out, and harmonious neighbourliness with
its suburban context. It has for more than a century provided a
friendly beacon of hope and positiveness for the city. We should
acknowledge its substantial contribution, return its investment
in us and ensure it enjoys a similarly rose-coloured future for
the benefit of generations to come.”

SPOTLIGHT on Peter Pitkin
The twelfth in a series telling you about
your Grange Association contacts
I have lived in the Grange for nearly
forty years, having come to Edinburgh
to work for the Nature Conservancy
Council (now SNH, Scottish Natural
Heritage). I worked first as a botanist,
and later on land use policy, remaining
here after SNH’s HQ moved from
Hope Terrace to Inverness in 2006.
I have a degree in life sciences from
Liverpool University, spent 3 years in
Oxford’s Department of Forestry
studying mosses and liverworts on tree trunks, and lectured
in botany at Trinity College, Dublin for seven years before
moving here.
During a term on Marchmont Community Council, I
prepared an account of trees for its 1985 report, Marchmont –
A Case for Conservation. For NCC, I was involved in
several surveys of the native woods of Scotland’s west coast,
which are noted for their mosses, liverworts and lichens.
We have six trees in our garden on Blackford Road - a
variegated holly; a lovely double-flowered white cherry; a
pink-flowered cherry (Prunus ‘Accolade’), almost overgrown
by the Himalayan rose, ‘Kiftsgate’; a Eucryphia
‘Nymansay’, which doesn’t like the west wind; a Katsura
from the long-gone Morningside garden centre; and a whiteflowered Magnolia denudata, which the wind quickly strips
of its petals. These trees, of course, are my most important
qualification for being the Grange Association’s tree adviser.

Some of our stones are missing

I

n Charles Smith’s booklet, Between the Streamlet and
the Town, on the history of the Astley Ainslie Hospital,
published in 1988, there is a
photograph of a row of five
carved boss stones, known
as “Passion Stones”
because of their carvings of
the Passion of Christ. It is
believed that these and
other ecclesiastical stones
in the Astley Ainslie
grounds were from the 15th
century Trinity College
Church, demolished in 1848
to make way for Waverley
Station.
In March this year, a
The remaining Passion
member of hospital staff
stone at the Admin block
noticed that two of three

4

boss stones placed near the Administration block had
disappeared. The
300kg medieval stones
were known to have
been there in early
February and cannot
have been easy to
move. It is possible
they were taken by
someone with no
The top of the remaining
awareness of their
stone, showing a carved
significance as
hand, top left, very clearly.
examples of Scottish
medieval carved stones.
If you have any information (perhaps you saw the
stones on site later than early February?) to help trace
these important cylindrical stones, with their distinctive
carvings, the police would like to hear from you on
telephone number 101.
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CHAIR’S NOTES/JAWBONES/ASTLEY AINSLIE
From the Chair

- Sue Tritton

AGM, March 2017: More people than usual attended
this year’s AGM - partly, we think, because of concern
about the future of the Astley Ainslie Hospital site.
Working with NHS Lothian over the next few years to
encourage sensitive development will involve a lot of
time and effort from committee and other GA members.
Hilary Watkinson, who has so ably organised our talks,
has now left the committee having completed her four
years. We do not have a replacement for Hilary although
we hope to manage to arrange talks for this autumn.
There are also two other vacant committee spaces and if
anyone can help please contact us.
Newington Library: We continue to support the
residents in their efforts to resolve the problem of the
noisy air-conditioning unit operating at unsocial hours.
Street Furniture: As promised, the Council has removed
20mph signs at the entrance to many streets. A fairly
successful GA campaign was to arrange for “parking
poles” to be replaced by parking signs attached to walls
or railings. Several streets, notably Blackford Road, now
have very few such poles in place. Some streets, such
as Lauder Road, Grange Loan and Hope Terrace, still
have many poles which could be removed. If there are
residents in those streets who could encourage their
neighbours to have a sign placed on their property,
please contact us and we can provide suitable forms.

Update on two local issues
Jawbone Walk: What has happened to the
jawbones that previously graced an entrance to the
Meadows? It seems that they are still undergoing very
complex conservation work, taking much longer than
previously estimated. The specialist company doing the
work went into liquidation leading to delays. The
Jawbone Arch will eventually be returned but there are
no promises on when.

Astley Ainslie Hospital site: On the opposite
page, we report on missing medieval stones. Here,
Roger Kellett reports that NHS Lothian has set up a
Forum with which it will consult to inform the
masterplan for the site, which will be sold by 2019. He
adds: “Following the article in our last newsletter, we
are delighted that Alan Farningham, a town planning
consultant who lives in the Grange, has offered to help
in our negotiations with NHS Lothian.”
Jo and Richard Doake recently arranged several
interesting guided walks through the Astley Ainslie
grounds. These were greatly appreciated.
Look at http://gaedin.co.uk/wp/astley-ainslie-hospital for
information about the site.
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PROFILE - John Llewelyn

JOHN LLEWELYN is an eminent
philosopher and Grange
resident.
JENNY DAWE spoke to him last
month about his life.
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS of
John Llewelyn by STEVE COX

I

Anything but pink

was relieved to find that John Edward Llewelyn, highlyregarded Welsh-born philosopher, is a normal human
being and a delight to listen to. Why would I have doubted
this? Well, he’s a prolific writer of intellectually challenging
works; but mostly because I had to reread a few times the
short foreword to his autobiography, Departing from Logic,
published in 2012 when he was aged 84, to grasp many of
his clever allusions, metaphors and etymological puns. I
feared John Llewelyn would be too clever by half for me! I
should have guessed that the mix of humour, poetry,
linguistic play, landscape, family anecdotes and musings
that made his memoir so enjoyable would permeate our
discussion.
Born in Monmouthshire (modern Gwent) in Wales in
February 1928 to Granville, a local government officer, and
Lydia, from whom he learned a love of music though not a
singing voice, John had a happy childhood with his two
brothers. He attended the local primary school and
Bassaleg Grammar School.
Young John collected things. He had a “war museum” of
scraps of propaganda leaflets, strands of parachute cord,
bullets and bits of aluminium – kept in a Lovell’s Toffee Rex
Easter Egg box. There’s a sweet thread in his memories
because he still yearns for fudge like his
mother made, icecream once bought by
his father in London and the breakfast
honey at a Bournemouth hotel on
summer holidays. That sweet tooth,
and Nana’s baking, led to John being
prescribed Milk of Magnesia, coloured
pink to appeal to youngsters. Selfdosing on this pink stuff was not his
best idea. It led to enforced
regurgitation of the overdose, making
John (right) with
him comment wryly: “Since then my
pal Billy
favourite colours have not included pink.”
6

John’s “budding taste for philosophy” emerged when still at
school with his father’s gift of Bertrand Russell’s History of
Western Philosophy and Croce’s Aesthetics from the
county library. Although he took philosophy as a subsidiary
subject at the University College of Wales at Aberystwyth where he studied for his BA from 1945 to 1948 with French,
English and Latin as his main subjects – this was because
his course advisors steered him away from German.
German was to feature later on when he worked as an
Assistant at a Cologne school for an academic year. On
languages, he now recalls: “It never crossed my mind to
learn Welsh then. I left that until my retirement to make a
serious attempt. I still keep up my Welsh and visit Wales
when able to travel. I have always regretted not being able
to sing. Now I can sing through my speaking voice.”
Two years National Service at
Cranwell from 1948 as an
education officer in the RAF
had the unlikely effect of
starting his philosophy career.
He relates: “A colleague,
distinguished by having
attended some of
Wittgenstein’s philosophy
seminars at Cambridge, lent
me a copy of A J Ayer’s
Back row, second right:
iconoclastic manifesto
John in his RAF days
Language Truth and Logic.
Digesting this awoke a desire to study more philosophy.”
He was perhaps unlikely to have made a career in the
RAF. John admits in his autobiography that on his way to
make his only flight during his RAF service, “I committed
the unforgiveable sin of grasping the ripcord to lift the
parachute issued to me.” The inevitable result was the
issue of a replacement parachute and a fine, still owed, for
a “heinous offence”.
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PROFILE - John Llewelyn
After two years studying for an Honours MA in Philosophy
at Edinburgh University, where his teachers included “John
Macmurray, one time resident of the Grange”, John
graduated in 1952. He then spent a year as an English
instructor at the Provençal equivalent of the RAF College
Cranwell. “I am reminded of Provençe even now on those
special afternoons when the sun’s warmth is reflected from
the rocks of Blackford Hill.”
Two years at Trinity College Oxford led to a B.Litt. A year
in Cologne preceded eight years from 1956 to 1964 in
Australia as a Philosophy Lecturer/Senior Lecturer, at the
University of New England, Armidale, New South Wales.
Why Australia? “I was attracted by hearing how active the
department was but I didn’t intend to settle
down. I had itchy feet from living in
France and Germany.” In Australia he met
and married Margaret, a librarian and
teacher from England, and also learned
how to relax, a skill the Australians
practised well. On voting in Australia,
John records: “I refused to vote in state
and national elections as a protest against
the penalties exacted for failing to take
part in a ballot. I thought that one should
vote out of conviction rather than to avoid
conviction.” He suspected that his
colleagues who would have had to cover
for him if he was imprisoned,
“hypoventilated claustrophobia
notwithstanding”, would only have forgiven
him if he had written a philosophical
bestseller while incarcerated, as Bertrand
Russell had done.
Back in Britain in 1964, still intending to return to Australia,
Margaret’s sister saw a post advertised in Edinburgh. John
applied and got the job, beginning his long career in the
University of Edinburgh’s philosophy department as
Lecturer, Senior Lecturer and Reader. Retirement in 1988
was followed by three stints in America – as Visiting
Professor at Loyola University of Chicago and twice at the
University of Memphis, Tennessee. At Loyola the Chair of
the Department said he “brought peace to the department”,
riven by division centred on the distinction between logic
and modern continental thinking. John declined an
invitation to apply for
a permanent post,
wanting to devote
time to writing.
In Edinburgh, John
and Margaret lived
in Oxford Terrace,
then in Eastfield,
“marred by the noise
of fish lorries and the
bike ride to work
always being against the wind”. In 1970, the couple moved
into their house in South Oswald Road. The “wee hoose”
(above), B-listed in 1993, has proved ideal for them. It was
designed by Robert Morham in the 1880s as a gardener’s

Lodge to Oswald House, built for James Buchanan, partner
in Duncan Flockhart & Co, chemists. Regrettably, Oswald
House was demolished to make way for Oswald Court but
some of its stone now forms the Llewelyns’ garage.
John dislikes much of the demolition that has happened in
the name of progress. He self-deprecatingly says of his
involvement with the Southside Association: “The only
useful act I ever performed as a member of that committee
… was to sip a wee dram with the Chairman of the
Distillers Company … to put the case against demolition of
the Peartree pub which is still there so at least we did not
strengthen the company’s resolve to demolish.” As a
petitioner against the brutal destruction of George Square,
he reports: “While these quintessentially
Scottish buildings were being razed, one
of the demolition team was heard to say,
‘Ye’d think a university wid ken better’.”
Mountains and hills have played an
important role in John’s life. It wasn’t just
exercise or fun. “It was part of my work. I
would have things going on in my head
when I was out walking on the hills.” He
has climbed about half of Scotland’s
Munros; has crawled to summits in winds;
made a 4 hour detour in Sutherland when
he didn’t check his compass; forgot the
clock change on Beinn a’Ghlo; and broken
a thumb on the Cuillin. He climbed his last
Munro – Meall nan Tarmachan – in
October 2006. On his return from that trip,
chest pains heralded a triple bypass
operation. Now, he reads and thinks
about mountains.
Philosophy is still his passion. Looking back, John is
grateful that he has been “paid to do what I enjoy doing.”
He has relished the wonderful discussions with fellow
students and colleagues in various disciplines, adding, “An
enjoyable and important part of conferences is outside
them in conversations.” He recalls one memorable
Adelaide conference: “We went to Barossa Valley
vineyards and enjoyed the tasting. By the evening, going
to hear a paper being presented, we were all very relaxed
indeed. For some reason, the talk was in a chemistry lab
and the speaker fiddled with the taps, releasing nitrous
oxide. That laughing gas ensured we all had a great time!”
John remains fascinated with words and those who work
magic with words – such as Valéry, whom he studied at
Aberystwyth, who went back to etymon, the original words;
Derrida, “notorious juggler with words”, whom he first met
in 1972; and Gerard Manley Hopkins, the subject of his
most recent book, published in 2015, Gerard Manley
Hopkins and the Spell of John Duns Scotus.
Still ready for challenges, John continues to write and to
consider all manner of themes – religion, the boundaries
between human and non-human, the relationship between
poetry and philosophy… He adds: “Sometimes I think I
have been neglectful of the darker side of life, that being
too struck with wonder of the natural world, poetry and
philosophy has blinded me to the evil there is.”
7
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NATURE NOTES f r o m T o m B r e h e n y
Murder in the Grange
Maria Swimmer, a friend of mine in the Grange has a
garden pond which attracts wildlife. One morning she
discovered two headless frogs beside it. The local fox is
a regular visitor during the hours of darkness and was
one possible suspect; but it is more likely that a passing
heron would have snacked on them. If so, why did he
not swallow them whole as they usually do with the frogs
and toads at Blackford Pond during the mating season?
Returning home to the Grange after a blustery day at the
seaside, I noticed what I thought was a dry leaf on the
bonnet of the car. Closer inspection revealed a dead
wren caught by its head slotted in the
narrow gap between the bonnet and
the offside wing. A collision with such
a miniature lightweight creature would
have been inaudible in those stormy
conditions. An examination of the victim showed minimal
damage, the eyes were still bright and glossy, with just a
wee spot of blood leeching from the fine, narrow, curved
beak. The barred brown wing feathers were in perfect
condition. It was such a lovely thing and casual disposal
seemed inappropriate. I placed the body on a paper
napkin beside the kitchen sink to lie in state overnight. In
the morning I decided on a tree burial. I sewed a soft
leather pouch to fit the bird and stitched it closed leaving
a loop at the top for hanging. After breakfast we made a
trip to the Botanics and selected a dense spiky-leafed
holly tree with a suitable branch above, at the height of
an outstretched hand. My wife Ellen is taller than me so
she secured our Jenny wren high up, hidden from the
eyes of casual observers.
The wren is reputed to be the commonest bird in the
British Isles. I suppose their modest kingdoms
relate to their tiny size. Their numbers can
suffer serious decline during severe winters
when insect life is hard to find. We did have
wrens nesting in the overgrown clematis one
summer, above the garden door, but one of
the pair was taken by a local moggie which caused the
nest to be deserted, leaving a clutch of cold unhatched
eggs. There were two occasions when we managed to
rescue birds from a previous neighbour's cat, one was a
wren and the other was a swift. Both were unconscious
and both survived to fly free again. It's often worth
placing an avian casualty in a cardboard box and placing
it in a cool, dark, quiet place for several hours. A bird in
shock still has a chance of recovery.
Visitors to Blackford Pond this spring will have noticed
that the adult male swan is missing. He reportedly died
of natural causes due to old age. The grieving female
still has two of last year's brood to keep her company
after the male was unable to drive them off before he
died. She has been restless since, and I've watched her
gazing skywards from the middle of the pond in open
8

water. It would be a cynical, hard-hearted person who
would deny that wild creatures have feelings too.
Many years ago the male swan's very large "bully boy"
predecessor had a more painful and cruel death after
being shot several times in the head and neck with an
air rifle. Some of the pellets had not penetrated the thick,
powerful neck and were clearly visible. I assisted the
park warden in removing its extremely heavy,
waterlogged body from the pond to the park gate. The
victim was well known at the pond for pursuing tiny
ducklings under the overhanging willow trees and
drowning them by holding them under water with his
beak. I witnessed this behaviour several times. He ruled
the roost and managed to destroy all of the surviving
ducklings left on the pond, mainly mallards.
My wife and I once joined a team of volunteers to catch
swans at Berwick on Tweed for ringing purposes. Most
of the birds were offshore riding the ebb tide and had to
be shepherded back in by kayakers herding the large
flock like seagoing Border collies.
A triangular cul de sac in the
harbour had been prepared in
advance to corral the whole flock
together for easy handling. They
were relatively calm when kept
together. The muckiest job was
wading through the mud and silt, grabbing the nearest
swan and then tying its wings together behind it with a
strip of cloth. Once in that position it would stop
struggling, could be lifted like a hand bag, then passed
up to the quayside where it was weighed, measured and
ringed with an identifying code number. It was a long,
exhausting job. The majority of the birds were juveniles.
We mudlarks ended up in dire need of a hot shower and
a complete change of togs.
Handling so many of those large birds gave me a false
sense of security. I heard tales of people having limbs
broken by aggressive swans but I was the proverbial
Doubting Thomas. Several years later I had a rude
awakening beside Dunsapie Loch on Arthur's Seat. It
was a lovely summer's day with a soft breeze and I was
sitting on a rock at the water's edge with my eyes
closed, enjoying the warmth of the sun. I was suddenly
aware of a swishing sound behind me. A split second
later I felt a mighty punch at the base of my skull. I felt
dizzy and rolled off the rock into the soggy grass. Within
seconds I was being helped to my feet by a young
couple with a toddler. The woman told me that they had
watched this big male cob swan stalk me from a
distance and then rush forward striking me with the
thumb knuckle at the front of its wing where the bone is
thickest. A large lump appeared on my skull soon
afterwards and a headache for the rest of the day. When
I got back to work I told Dave my colleague that I had
just been assaulted in the Queen's Park and he asked
me: "Did you get a good look at the guy?" "I did," I
replied. "But I couldn't pick him out in a line up."
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GRANGE CEMETERY

I

progress to be made. It was found that some tablets,
containing the inscriptions, had separated from their
plinth, the base stone. In these cases, repairs included
drilling and inserting stainless steel pins before grouting
the tablet to the plinth.

There were some early problems in providing training
and supervisors but the weather has allowed good

At the start of the programme two teams each gave two
days a week but this will now be reduced to one team
three days a week. Alan writes: “I remain convinced
that the team working in the Grange Cemetery is indeed
committed to the Project and will be on site as often as
other pressures permit. He adds:“By mid-March, 40
monuments have been re-erected with an additional 10
foundations dug out and concrete poured.”

Gravestones rebuilt
n the last Grange Newsletter we reported on the
background to the Grange Cemetery gravestone
project to re-erect fallen gravestones of a height and
weight that could be safely dealt with by Community
Payback Order participants, supervised by trained City
of Edinburgh Council staff. The Grange Association and
visitors to the cemetery have been delighted by the
progress made. Alan McKinney, project initiator and
coordinator, has sent us further news.

Before and after photographs by Alan McKinney

Hugh Miller’s gravestone restored
Alison Bramley writes : “In an initiative organised by Andrew
McMillan and Lothian and Borders GeoConservation, with
generous funding from Edinburgh U3A Geology Group and The
Friends of Hugh Miller, Hugh Miller’s gravestone has been cleaned
and re-lettered so that the inscription is readable once again. His
son’s stone, on the left in the photograph, has also been cleaned
and the lettering partially restored.”
Alison reminds us: ”Hugh Miller (1802-56) is well-known as a
populariser of geology, who published his findings in the book, Old
Red Sandstone, in 1841.”
Read more about Hugh Miller on the Grange Association website at
http://gaedin.co.uk/wp/new-history/cemetery/2-hugh-miller-1802-1856

or Michael Taylor’s biography, Hugh Miller, stonemason, geologist,
writer. His gravestone is very close to the West Gate.

Photograph by Andrew McMillan

Booklet on Notable Burials

Request for Help

A booklet, Some Notable Burials, based on information in the
Cemetery section of the Grange Association website, is now
available in boxes on the information board poles in Grange
Cemetery. Or pick one up at Grange Association talks.

A group is now looking at identifying more notable graves
and considering ways to improve the Cemetery for visitors.
If anyone would like to help with this, please get in touch
with Sue Tritton (details on inside cover).
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PLANNING UPDATE b y R o g e r K e l l e t t
The proposed rebuilding of the upper floor of 9 Relugas
Road, mentioned in the last two newsletters, is still
awaiting a decision from the Council. Similarly the
application to convert a garage in Whitehouse Terrace
into an annexe to 9 Blackford Road remains undecided.
Having lost two appeals to the Scottish Ministers, the
owner of 20 Mansionhouse Road requested a certificate
of lawfulness from the Council to say that artificial grass
should not be subject to planning regulations. This was
refused but he has now lodged a modified application for
membrane not fixed down and not laid on whin dust. We
still consider that artificial grass, however it is laid, would
have an adverse effect on biodiversity and the character
of the Grange Conservation Area and await this further

decision from the Council.
The owner of 8 Tantallon Place has lodged plans for a
timber-clad further extension and for converting most of
the front garden into hard standing. We consider both
these features would be damaging to the area.
In the last two months there have been two applications
for infill development to build a new house in the
grounds of a Victorian villa. This sort of development is
highlighted in the Grange Conservation Area Character
Appraisal as a particular risk to key elements of our
area where large gardens and spaces between houses
are a valuable feature. Our association will continue to
oppose such applications. Fortunately both these
recent applications have been withdrawn by the owners.

APPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING CONSENT,
December 2016 - April 2017
The following applications were granted:
19 Dick Place. Variation to consent making width of new
rear bifold doors 1 metre less.
The Priory, 37 Canaan Lane. Alter boundary wall to
improve disabled access.
11 Relugas Place. Extend the two-storey gable at the side of
the house; new porch.
GF 3 Palmerston Road. Replace existing uPVC windows
with hardwood timber windows.
2F 18 Grange Terrace. Internal alterations and wood
burning stove.
Flat 5, 41 Mortonhall Road. Attic conversion to roof space
with roof terrace and four velux windows.
5A Grange Road. Paint shop front and internal alterations.
41 Lauder Road. Internal alterations and glass canopy
above side door.
* 64 Fountainhall Road. Replace single storey offshoot with
metal-clad extension.
15 Blackford Road. Erect timber garden room; new access
gate to street.
The following applications were refused:
20 Mansionhouse Road. First application for lawfulness of
artificial grass.
GF 129 Grange Loan. Replace south facing bay windows
with matching double glazed timber framed windows.
54 Grange Loan. Internal alterations.
The following applications were withdrawn:
* 64 Fountainhall Road. Erect a new house in the garden.
* 42 Grange Road. Erection of a new two storey detached
house in the grounds of the upper flatted property including
the removal of the existing 1950s single storey garage and
outbuildings.
2A Dick Place. Internal alterations, install rooflights and
raise existing flat roof height.
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The following were still pending in April:
§ * 9 Relugas Road. Rebuild and extend first floor.
§ * 9 Blackford Road - Garage 12m East of 1 Whitehouse
Terrace. Extend and convert existing garage into annexe
accommodation for 9 Blackford Road.
171 Whitehouse Loan. Internal alterations.
30 Lauder Road. Divide existing garage to form habitable
room with en-suite facilities and a storage space.
*8 Tantallon Place. New timber-clad garden room
extension. New hard standing in front garden.
* 2 Blackford Road. Change from two separate driveways
to a single 5m wide entrance and sliding gate.
60 Fountainhall Road. Single storey extension to side and
rear with new entrance door.
24 Blackford Road. Revised design for previously approved
single storey extension to rear of property.
20 Mansionhouse Road. Second slightly modified
application for lawfulness of artificial grass.
* 5B Hope Terrace. Planning permission in principle for
new build house in back garden.
19A Blackford Road. New sliding gate to existing vehicular
entrance. Replace sliding door in the south elevation with
bi-fold door.
Flat 2 119 Grange Loan. Installation of new windows to
basement at rear.
22m South of 18 Sciennes Road. BT broadband cabinet.
22 Grange Crescent. Rear dormer window.
34 Dick Place. Combine two east extensions into one with
sliding patio door.
106 St Alban’s Road. Single storey rear extension.
GF3 38 Dick Place. Internal alterations.
31 West Relugas Road. Single storey rear extension.
* Signifies that a comment or objection was lodged by the GA.
§ Applications modified after the plans first appeared.
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GARDENING/CONTACTS

Gardening matters

Adopt a street
tree

Annual gardening coach trip.

Local gardeners have
planted colourful
flowers around the
street trees at the end
of Relugas Road and
St Albans Road
(photographs by Peter
Whelpdale).
Is there anyone who
will do the same for
the trees at the end of
Grange Loan where it
meets Blackford
Avenue?

This year’s outing will be on Tuesday 27 June It will take
us to Eyemouth to see Netherbyres Garden. The one
and a half acre garden was built around 1740 in a perfect
ellipse by William Crow, a mathematician and engineer.
Kenneth Cox in Scotland for Gardeners maintains that
“this shape with the curved beds and parterre edges gives
the garden a certain magic”.
After lunch we will head back through East Lothian,
stopping near Humbie to see Stobshiel Garden in the
foothills of the Lammermuirs, described as “a garden with
precise, clever design elements”. Here we will find a water
garden, lawns and a woodland garden as well as boxlined beds of roses, shrubs and perennials to the west of
the castellated house.
Interested in the outing? Please contact Edythe Murie.

Happy gardening.
Edythe Murie

To join the Grange Garden Exchange group and
to hear about future activities write to
gardens@grangeassociation.com or phone
Edythe Murie 466 1520
Find news under the gardens tab at
http://www.grangeassociation.org

USEFUL CONTACTS
MP for Edinburgh South: At the time of going to
press, a General Election had been called for 08
June 2017 and Parliament was dissolved on 03 May.
Thus, there is currently no MP for the area.
MSP for Edinburgh Southern: Daniel Johnson
Tel: 0131 541 2145
Email daniel.johnson.msp@parliament.scot
Office: 134 Comiston Road, Edinburgh EH10 5QN
Councillors for Southside/Newington and
Morningside: all at City of Edinburgh
Council, City Chambers, High Street, Edinburgh
EH1 1YJ; telephone 200 2000; and email at
first name.surname@edinburgh.gov.uk
Southside/Newington
Steve Burgess
Alison Dickie
Ian Perry
Cameron Rose

Morningside
Nick Cook
Melanie Main
Neil Ross
Mandy Watt
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EVENTS for 2017-18/GRANGE FAIR
Dates for your diary
The programme of talks for 2017-18 has not been
finalised. If you have any ideas for speakers please let
any Committee member know (details on inside cover).
We are victims of our own success and our talks are
now attracting larger audiences than can be comfortably
accommodated in the Butterflies Cafe. Please note that
our events will now be held in Marchmont St. Giles
Church on THURSDAYS.
The following dates have been booked:
Thursday 05 October: Susan Sheddon, Chair, and
Jane Roy, committee member, of the Edinburgh and SE
Scotland Branch of the Scottish Tourist Guides
Association will give a presentation on the role of Blue
Badge Tourist Guides and the Edinburgh Georgian
Shadows initiative.
Thursday 02 November
Thursday 07 December
Thursday 11 January
Thursday 01 February
Thursday 01 March: AGM
Grange Association meetings are held in
Marchmont St. Giles Church.
Coffee, tea and biscuits at 19:00 precede the main
talk at 19:30.
The exception is the AGM which begins at 19:00
preceded by refreshments at 18:30.

Small Ads
Fiona Hastie - Self-employed Mobile/Freelance
Hairdresser - Hairdressing in your own home by
Jenners trained stylist with many years’ experience in
traditional hairdressing. For an appointment to suit,
please call mobile 07932 763522; home 0131 447
1968; or email fionahastie@me.com

Grange Fair 2017
Following our plea in the last newsletter, the
Grange Association was delighted that Corrine Kirk
stepped in to lead the organisation of the Grange
Fair, held on 06 May.
A fuller report will appear in the next newsletter, but
it was a very successful event that seemed to be
enjoyed by a large number of adults and children.
There was sun, music and laughter. There were
stalls selling plants, home baking and books. There
were plenty of activities for children, including a
bouncy castle, face painting, fishing for plastic
ducks and a very popular chance to meet some
small animals from Five Sisters Zoo.
Many thanks to all who helped and participated.

The Avenue Store
36 Blackford Avenue
EH9 2PP
0131 668 3274

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS
from 6.30am until 8pm
We Offer a FULL Grocery Range which
includes Instore Bakery, Chilled & Frozen
Foods, Newspapers & Magazines
PLUS...
A Great Range of Wines, Beers & Spirits
at Great Prices!
WE CAN ALSO OFFER YOU FREE HOME DELIVERY

f

www.avenuestore.co.uk
for details and offers
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